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X-ray fluorescence and Auger-electron coincidence spectroscopy
of vacancy cascades in atomic argon
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Argon L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger-electron spectra were measured in coincidence withKa fluorescent x rays in
studies ofK-shell vacancy decays at several photon energies above theK threshold and on the 1s→4p
resonance. The complex spectra recorded by conventional electron spectroscopy are greatly simplified when
recorded in coincidence with fluorescent x rays, allowing a more detailed analysis of the vacancy cascade
process. The resulting coincidence spectra are compared with Hartree-Fock calculations, which include
shake-up transitions in the resonant case. Small energy shifts of the coincident electron spectra are attributed to
postcollision interaction with 1s photoelectrons.@S1050-2947~97!09006-9#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Hd, 32.50.1d
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photoexcitation or ionization of a deep inner shell
a many-electron atom is followed by a multistep vacan
cascade process in which vacancies are transferred to
outer shells@1–13#. The great variety of intermediate mult
vacancy configurations in this decay cascade causes
complex Auger spectra, which are usually interpreted on
basis of spectator-hole satellite models@11–13#. The deexci-
tation process involves a highly correlated many-particle s
tem, in which angular correlations between the emitted p
ticles, multiple postcollision interactions~PCIs!, and
interference between different decay pathways leading to
same final state can play important roles. In addition, clos
thresholds or resonances, excitation and decay processe
coupled and must be treated using scattering approa
@14#.

Buschet al. @11# presented argon electron spectra in t
energy range of theL-MM Auger transitions after broad
band photoexcitation or ionization. The interpretation
their data was complicated by the multivacancy nature of
initial state after photon impact, since they created a mixt
of atoms with holes in theK, L, andM shells. Southworth
and co-workers@9,10# presented electron spectra in the sa
energy range after excitation with monochromatized x r
which were, as well as the data of Buschet al. @11#, later
interpreted by Kochur and Sukhorukov@13# using a straight-
forward single-configuration Hartree-Fock model to co
struct deexcitation trees.

Figure 1 demonstrates the complexity of the argon c
cade electron spectra in the energy region of theL2,3-MM
Auger-transitions after 1s photoionization or excitation. The
spectra in Fig. 1 were recorded with an exciting x-ray ba
width of D\v'0.8 eV, and using a cylindrical mirror elec
tron analyzer at medium resolution~bandwidth DE
'0.5 eV! ~same as reported in Refs.@9,10,15#!. The spec-
trum recorded 32.7 eV below the 1s threshold@Fig. 1~a!#
energy results from direct photoionization of theL subshells,
and is similar to earlier results measured at energies in
551050-2947/97/55~6!/4273~12!/$10.00
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vicinity of the 2p thresholds@16–19#, except that electron-
correlation satellites are strongly enhanced. Cooperet al.
@20# showed that the satellites are enhanced due
L1→L2,3 vacancy transfers viaL1-L2,3M Coster-Kronig de-
cay of theL1 vacancies produced by photoionization. Wh
the x-ray energy is tuned to the 4p resonance@Fig. 1~c!# or
4.9 eV above threshold@Fig. 1~b!#, L2,3 vacancies are pro
duced predominantly byK-LL andK-LM Auger decays of
the initial K vacancies produced~see Kochuret al. @7# for
details on calculated branching ratios!. The resulting
L2,3-MM Auger-spectra are very complex due to overla
ping or unresolved transitions from alternative decay pa
ways.

FIG. 1. ArgonL2,3-MM cascade Auger spectra recorded usi
exciting photons~a! 32.7 eV below theK threshold,~b! 4.9 eV
above threshold, and~c! on the 1s→4p resonance.
4273
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Despite the complexity of the spectra in Fig. 1, some g
eral results can be derived. First, excitation of the 1s electron
to the 4p resonance@Fig. 1~c!# produces a vacancy casca
spectrum very different from that produced above thes
ionization threshold@Fig. 1~b!#, i.e., different manifolds of
states are involved. Second, a vacancy cascade spectrum
also recorded 63.1 eV above threshold to investigate the
fects of producingKM double vacancies in the initial photo
ionization step~see Deslattes@21–23# and Deslatteset al.
@24#!. The 63.1-eV spectrum~not shown here! is very similar
to the 4.9-eV spectrum@Fig. 1~b!#, and transitions involving
KM double vacancies in the initial states could not be
served. Third, the strongL2,3-M2,3M2,3 peaks in the 200–
210-eV range of Fig. 1~a! are also observed on top of bac
ground in the vacancy-cascade spectra@Fig. 1~b!# recorded
above threshold. These transitions result fromL2,3 vacancies
produced either by direct photoionization or byKa fluores-
cence followingK-shell photoionization, and will be dis
cussed below with regard to coincidence measureme
Busch et al. @11# gave a ratio for the production of hole
above threshold ofK:L1 :L2,351:0.06:0.03, and Kochur an
Sukhorukov@13# gave 0.92:0.06:0.03. The yield for theKa
process is about 10%~Kochur et al. @7#!, which means that
about 25% of the intensity of the normalL2,3-M2,3M2,3, Au-
ger transitions in Fig. 1~b! can be attributed to direct 2p
photoionization, and'75% due toKa fluorescence.

Our own Hartree-Fock calculations onL2,3-MM Auger
transitions in the presence of spectator holes agree well
the results of Buschet al. @11#: spectator holes in the
L(M ) shell increase~decrease! the transition energy com
pared to the transitions with only one 2p vacancy in the
initial state, and more complex multiplets broaden the str
tures. In addition, for the resonant case, there are alw
strong shake-up channels in the transitions from single
double-hole states. However, while general features of th
vacancy-cascade spectra can be explained using at
structure calculations, the overlap between transitions in
ferent decay pathways makes a detailed analysis very c
lenging if not impossible@7,9,11,13#.

Coincidence techniques@25# provide a way to choose
subset of transitions in order to disentangle the complica
vacancy cascade. Cooper@26# showed how low electron
electron coincidence methods were applied, e.g., by Ra
et al. @27# to disentangle cascade spectra in Ne, Ar, Kr, a
Xe. Cooper also included an analysis on angular correlat
for this kind of experiment. Levinet al. @2# and Armen,
Levin, and Sellin@28# studied resonance and threshold
fects in argon-ion yields measured coincident withK-LL and
K-LM Auger-electrons. Hayashiet al. @6# and Kjeldsen
et al. @12# measured threshold electrons in coincidence w
ion charge states following photoexcitation or ionizati
across the ArK edge.

The approach described here is to record electron spe
in coincidence with fluorescent x rays. Figure 2 illustra
the decay cascade in a simple single-configuration Hart
Fock model. The arrows in Fig. 2 indicate the decay pathw
investigated here from theK hole state throughKa fluores-
cence to the 2p hole state, followed byL2,3-MM Auger
decay into a double-hole state in theM shell. The other
pathway indicated is the most probable one:K-L2,3L2,3 Au-
ger decay into a double-hole state in the 2p shell, and then
-
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the subsequent decays into theM shell. We did not include
all possible transitions for reasons of clarity. We also n
that the energy levels in Fig. 2 are simple configuration
erage energies. When the exciting photon beam is tune
the energy of the discrete 1s→4p resonance, this coinci
dence technique selects an@Ar# 2p214p initial state for the
Auger decay with the same parity as the ground state, wh
cannot be reached by direct dipole excitation.

Auger decays@29,30# are often treated in a static pictur
which is independent of the excitation process@17,31#, but
this assumption breaks down close to threshold due to
strong interaction between the primary ejected electron
Auger electron. This PCI was first observed using charg
particles as PCI inducers@32–34#, and has been studied bot
experimentally@35–39# and theoretically@40–43#. The first
experiments using photons to study PCIs between photoe
trons and Auger electrons were performed by Schmidtet al.
@44#. Later, a first experiment on the angular dependence
PCI’s was performed@45#. Here we report PCI shifts ob
served in our coincidence experiment for the interesting c
of L23-M23M23 Auger-electrons interacting with 1s photo-
electrons. Comparison is made with PCI shifts measu
near the 2p threshold@46,47# and with theoretical models
@41,43#.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out at beamlineX24A @48#
at the National Synchrotron Light Source. At this x-ra
beamline, synchrotron radiation emitted by electrons pass
through a bending magnet is collimated, dispersed usin
double-crystal monochromator and refocused into the in
action chamber. This beamline delivers a photon flux in
order of 1011 s21 in a bandpass of roughly 0.8-eV full width
at half maximum ~FWHM! into a 131 mm2 spot using
Si~111! crystals in the vicinity of the argonK edge
~EK@Ar#53206.3 eV60.3 eV @49#!.

The x-ray beam is crossed with an effusive jet of arg

FIG. 2. Argon energy-level scheme derived from the differen
in configuration average energies. Two decay pathways of thes
vacancy are indicated by arrows: The most probable decay via
K-L2,3L2,3 Auger process, and two subsequentL2,3-MM processes,
and the process investigated here: the decay throughKa fluores-
cence followed byL2,3-MM Auger emissions.
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55 4275X-RAY FLUORESCENCE AND AUGER-ELECTRON . . .
atoms at the source point of a cylindrical mirror analyz
~CMA! @15#. The ultrahigh vacuum of the windowless beam
line is separated by a 12.5-mm polypropylene foil from the
higher pressure in the experimental chamber.

The CMA is mounted with its symmetry axis parallel
the polarization vectorP5(0,0,Pz) of the incoming photons
and accepts a cone of electrons emitted over anglea
542.3°66° relative toP. The electron analyzer was ope
ated in retarding mode at 20-eV pass energy, resulting in
electron energy resolution of'0.5 eV ~FWHM!. The argon
L2,3-MM Auger electrons were detected over the kinetic
ergy range 198–211 eV in the nonresonant case and
202–215 eV for the 1s→4p resonant case in 0.1-eV step
The increase in retarding potential with kinetic energy
duces the effective source volume of the CMA, but sin
electron spectra were measured over a relatively small
ergy range, the influence of this effect on relative intensit
is expected to be small.

A Si~Li ! detector with energy resolution insufficient
resolveKa(2p→1s) andKb(3p→1s) x-ray fluorescence
was positioned opposite the CMA to detect the fluoresce
radiation, and was used to record in coincidence the subs
L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger transitions which follow theKa radia-
tive decay of the initially created 1s vacancy states. The
contributions ofL2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger-transitions which fol-
low K Auger decays and directL-shell photoionization were
thereby excluded.

Both the CMA and Si~Li ! outputs underwent pulse cond
tioning and were fed into a time-to-amplitude conver
~TAC!. The TAC output was recorded in a multichannel an
lyzer by defining two regions of interest~ROI’s!: one over
the ‘‘true’’ coincidence peak with the ‘‘random’’ back
ground and one over purely ‘‘random’’ background in a d
ferent time region~see, e.g., Stefani, Avaldi, and Camillo
@25#!. While the kinetic energy was scanned, events in
ROI’s were transferred as counts to the data-collection c
puter. Three different electron spectra were measured sim
taneously: total electron counts, ‘‘true1random’’ coinci-
dences and ‘‘random’’ coincidences. The ‘‘true
coincidence counts can be derived by subtracting the ‘‘r
dom’’ coincidences from the ‘‘true1random’’ coincidences
weighted with the width of the ROI’s. The random coinc
dence spectra were identical, within statistical variations
the noncoincident electron spectra~in fact, the product of the
total photon and the total electron counts is proportiona
the ‘‘random’’ coincidence counts!. Thus, to reduce statisti
cal errors, a properly normalized noncoincident elect
spectrum was subtracted from the ‘‘true1random’’ coinci-
dences instead of the ‘‘random’’ coincidence spectrum its

Using this technique, we select the subset ofL2,3-
M2,3M2,3 Auger transitions which are correlated withKa
fluorescence decays; all others, such as followingK Auger
decays or direct 2p photoionization, are excluded. Kochu
et al. @7# presented a calculation for the decay of the 1s hole
in argon, showing that 11% of the 1s holes will decay
throughKa fluorescence, 1% throughKb fluorescence, and
88% throughK Augers. The unresolved detection of th
Kb fluorescence only contributes to the ‘‘random’’ bac
ground, because it is not correlated withL2,3-M2,3M2,3 elec-
tron emission.

The photon energy calibration was established by sc
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ning through the argonK edge and recording the position o
the prominent argon 1s→4p resonance @E(1s→4p)
53203.6 eV60.3 eV@49## in the fluorescence yield with the
Si ~Li ! detector. The kinetic-energy calibration of the CM
was determined by reducing the x-ray energy 30 eV be
the 1s→4p resonance and the recording a ‘‘norma
Ar L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger-spectrum. At this photon energy
('3174 eV), L2,3 photoelectrons are ejected wit
'2925-eV kinetic energy, so PCI effects are expected to
negligible. The transition energies reported in Ref.@35# were
used to calibrate our Auger spectra. We interpret measu
peak shifts relative to this below-threshold spectrum as
to changes in screening by the 4p spectator electron or du
to PCl shifts involving the 1s photoelectron.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 3 we plot low-resolution (DE'4 eV) L2,3-MM
electron and coincidence spectra recorded over the 1
240-eV kinetic-energy range at x-ray energies 30 eV be
the 1s→4p resonance @Fig. 3~a!#, 10 eV above the
K-ionization threshold@Fig. 3~b!#, and on the 1s→4p reso-
nance@Fig. 3~c!#. The electron spectra in Fig. 3 are esse
tially low-resolution versions of those in Fig. 1, except th
coincidence spectra were also recorded.

The low-resolution data in Fig. 3 demonstrate three
pects of the selectivity of the coincidence method. Fir
many of the transitions appearing in the noncoincident sp
tra recorded on the 4p resonance or above theK threshold
are eliminated in the coincidence spectra due to the exclu
of vacancy-cascade pathways which start withK-LL or

FIG. 3. Low-resolution argonL23-M23M23 Auger-electron spec-
tra recorded 30 eV below the 1s→4p resonance~a!, 10 eV above
the K-ionization threshold~b!, and on the 1s→4p resonance~c!.
The solid curves in~b! and~c! are the electron spectra measured
coincidence withK-L23 x-ray fluorescence, and the dashed curv
are the noncoincident spectra.
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4276 55ARP, LeBRUN, SOUTHWORTH, MacDONALD, AND JUNG
K-LM Auger emission. Second, sinceK-L1 x-ray emission
is dipole forbidden and allL-shell vacancies produced b
direct photoionization are excluded from the coinciden
spectra, theL23 vacancies produced byL1-L23M transitions
are eliminated. This explains why the strong satellites wh
overlap the L23-M1M23 transitions @20# ~kinetic-energy
range'188–198 eV! in the electron spectrum recorded 3
eV below the 4p resonance@Figs. 1~a! and 3~a!# are greatly
reduced in the coincidence spectra@Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#.
Third, the strongL2,3-M2,3M2,3 transitions observed in bot
the below-threshold spectrum@Fig. 3~a!# and the coincidence
spectrum recorded 10 eV above threshold@Fig. 3~b!# are
modified in the coincidence spectrum recorded on thep
resonance@Fig. 3~c!#. The corresponding transitions a
shifted several eV higher in energy and have a different p
shape, i.e., the states involved in the vacancy cascade
modified by the 4p electron.

Figure 4 shows electron spectra in the energy range of
Ar L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger transitions recorded with highe
resolution (DE'0.5 eV). For the spectrum in Fig. 4~a! the
photon energy was tuned to 30 eV below the 1s→4p reso-
nance, resulting in the well-known ‘‘normal’’ spectrum@35#
produced by direct photoionization of theL2,3 subshells. The
dashed lines in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! represent the noncoinci
dent cascade spectra at 10 eV above theK threshold and on
the 1s→4p resonance@similar to the spectra in Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c!#, and the solid lines are the corresponding electro
x-ray coincidence spectra.

We observe two differences in comparing Fig. 4~a! with
the coincidence spectrum in Fig. 4~b!: ~1! the relative inten-

FIG. 4. ArgonL2,3-MM cascade Auger spectra and electron–
ray coincidence spectra.~a! ‘‘Normal’’ L-MM spectrum~photon
energy 30 eV below the 1s→4p resonance!. ~b! Electron spectrum
~dashed line! and remaining coincidence spectrum~solid line! at a
photon energy 10 eV above theK threshold.~c! Electron spectrum
~dashed line! and coincidence spectrum~solid line! on the
1s→4p resonance energy.
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sities of the structures are changed, and~2! the structures in
Fig. 4~b! appear at slightly higher energies. The intens
changes are caused by angular correlation effects in the
incidence measurement as shown by Arpet al. @50#. The
predicted intensity changes, which depend on the directio
which the fluorescence photon is detected relative to
CMA symmetry axis, are in good agreement with the inte
sity changes observed in our experiment. The energy sh
are attributed to the influence of post-collision interacti
with the 1s photoelectron, and are discussed in Sec. I
below.

The coincidence spectrum in Fig. 4~c! was obtained using
photons tuned to the 1s→4p resonance. The differences b
tween this coincidence spectrum and the ‘‘normal’’ spectr
in Fig. 4~a! are even stronger:~1! the Auger transitions in
Fig. 4~c! show a strong resonance shift,~2! the lines are
broader, and~3! additional structures appear on the low
energy side of the spectrum. These effects are apparently
to the presence of the 4p electron, and were investigated b
comparison with model spectra constructed using ato
structure calculations.

A. Nonresonant coincidence spectra and comparison
to Hartree-Fock calculations

To interpret the coincidence spectra, a sing
configuration Hartree-Fock~SCHF! calculation, utilizing
Cowan’s@51# codes, was performed. First, the population
the two states in the configuration@Ar#2p21 produced by
Ka fluorescence was calculated. Despite relativistic corr
tions in the programs, the result was an exact 2:1 ratio for
number ofL3–L2 holes. Then, the difference in the config
ration average energies for the initial and final ionic states
the L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger-transitions was determined:DEav
5Eav(@Ar#2p

21)2Eav(@Ar#3p
22). The multiplet splitting

of the final and initial states was also deduced from t
calculation by combining energy values for the electro
electron~Slater integralsGK andFK! and spin-orbit interac-
tion. Combining the multiplet splitting with the difference i
the configuration average energies then gave the trans
energies.

A calculation for the Auger transition rates was done
whichDEav was the kinetic energy«A of the Auger electron.
This approach neglects the energy dependence of the
tinuum wave functions for different final states, but, taki
into account the relatively high kinetic energies and the sm
energy variations for the various final states, this assump
seems reasonable. A similar approach was adopted
Meyer et al. @17#. The radial Coulomb matrix
elements R0(3p3p,2p«Ap), R2(3p3p,2p«Ap), and
R2(3p3p,2p«Af ) were calculated to determine the trans
tion strengths into the various final states. The combinat
of the five final states@Ar#3p22 3P0 ,

1S0 ,
3P1 ,

3P2 , and
1D2 and the two initial states@Ar#2p21 2P1/2

o and 2P3/2
o re-

sults in ten transitions. Considering that we neglected c
figuration interaction~Cl! in our SCHF calculation, the rela
tive energies of the transitions were not correct. Followi
Meyer et al. @17#, we used scaling of the Slater integrals
85% of their original values~see also Cowan@51#, p. 464!.
This results in reasonable agreement between experim
and calculation, as seen in Fig. 5, except for the position

-
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the L3-M23M23
1S0 line, the relative intensities of the tw

major peaks, and the width of theL2-M23M23
3P0,1,2 triplet.

The calculated spectrum has been shifted bydEcalc5
20.7 eV to align with experimental energies and normaliz
to the same area under the curves. The calculated c
~dashed! was generated from the line spectrum by convo
tion with a Lorentzian to account for the finite lifetime of th
L2,3 core hole~the FWHM is 0.13 eV@52#! and then convo-
lution with a Gaussian~the FWHM is 0.5 eV! to account for
the resolution of the CMA.

Exact reproduction of the ‘‘normal’’L2,3-MM spectrum
is complicated, as shown by Dyall and Larkins@53# who
used initial- and final-state configuration interaction in ord
to calculate the energies and intensities of the transitions
rectly. But their multiplet splitting in the configuratio
@Ar# 3p22 was still too large, Kvalheim@54# made an ap-
proach using a more complete basis set in his Cl calculat
and his results were even closer to the experimental res
Cooperet al. @20# concluded in their investigation that th
L2,3-MM Auger spectrum of argon is still not complete
understood.

B. Resonant coincidence spectra and comparison
to Hartree-Fock calculations

The coincidence spectrum recorded at the 1s→4p exci-
tation was modeled under the assumption that the 4p elec-
tron acts as a ‘‘spectator’’ in the radiative and Auger tran
tions. The result of these calculations is shown in Fig. 6. T
normal ‘‘spectator’’ spectrum was calculated in the sa
way as described above only that we have nine initial sta
for the Auger processes~@Ar# 2p214p 1S0 ,

3P0 ,
3S1 ,

1P1 ,
3D1 ,

3P1 ,
1D2 ,

3P2 , and
3D2 ; for the different

populations after the fluorescence decay, see Table I!. To-
gether with the 21 final states in configuratio
@Ar# 3p224p, we obtain 189 normal transitions, not consi
ering shake processes.

FIG. 5. Auger-electron–x-ray fluorescence coincidence sp
trum, measured 10 eV above theK threshold, is represented by th
open circles. The vertical marks on the baseline illustrate the ca
latedL23-M23M23 Auger transitions. The bars on top of the spe
trum assign the calculated transitions. The calculated transition
ergies were shifted by20.7 eV to align better with experimen
The dashed line represents the calculated spectrum in which
finite lifetime of the 2p hole (G2p50.13 eV) and the bandwidth o
the CMA (GCMA50.5 eV) were taken into account.
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The spectrum with the ‘‘4p spectator’’ electron is shifted
to higher energies, the structures are broadened and ther
additional structures. The first difference is called the re
nance shift, and is mainly due to a change in the bind
energy of the loosely bound 4p electron during the transition
from a singly charged@Ar# 2p214p to a doubly charged
@Ar# 3p224p core. The broadening is caused by the mo
complicated multiplet structure due to the interaction of t
unpaired 4p electron with the ionic core. We interpret th
additional structures on the low-energy side as resulting fr
4p→5p shake transitions~see Akselaet al. @38# and Meyer
et al. @17#!.

The total shake probability in an Auger transition can
estimated by calculating the radial overlap between the w
functions of the two involved configurations~see, e.g., A˚ berg
@55# and Meyeret al. @17#!,

c-

u-

n-

he

FIG. 6. Auger-electron–x-ray coincidence spectrum measu
on the 1s→4p resonance is represented by the open circles. T
vertical marks on the baseline show the calculated spectator tra
tions from @Ar# 2p214p into @Ar# 3p22 4p ~also indicated by the
upper set of bars on top of the spectra! and the shake-up transition
from @Ar# 2p214p into @Ar# 3p22 5p ~indicated by lower set of
bars on top of the spectra!. The calculated transition energies we
shifted by 20.7 eV to align better with experiment. The lon
dashed line represents the total calculated spectrum~spectator and
shake-up transitions! in which the finite lifetime of the 2p hole
(G2p50.13 eV) and the bandwidth of the CMA (GCMA50.5 eV)
were taken into account. The short dashed spectrum is the shak
part of the calculated spectrum.

TABLE I. Calculated population of the different states in th
configuration@Ar#2p214p after Ka fluorescence following reso-
nant 1s→4p excitation.

Final state@Ar#2p214p Relative population in %

1S0 8.23
3P0 2.89
3S1 4.32
1P1 19.35
3D1 5.05
3P1 4.62
1D2 18.49
3P2 15.68
3D2 21.38
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Pif ~@Ar#2p214p,@Ar#3p224p!

5^1s* u1s&2^2s* u2s&2^2p* u2p&5

3^3s* u3s&2^3p* u3p&4^4p* u4p&, ~1!

where^nl* u is taken from the initial-state configuration an
unl& from the final-state configuration. This leads to a to
estimated shake-up probability of 12Pif

2'20% for the tran-
sitions @Ar# 2p214p into @Ar# 3p224p. The values for the
calculated overlap integrals are listed in Table II. In compa
son with values for the nonresonant Auger process, a
listed in Table II, it is demonstrated that the strong shake
channel in the calculated spectrum is completely caused
relaxation of the loosely bound 4p electron.

It is also possible to estimate the strength of shake
transitions using Eq.~1!. For example, in order to estimat
the strength of the shake-up transitions from@Ar# 2p214p
into @Ar# 3p225p, one has to calculate the overlap matr
elements between the two configurations

Pif~@Ar]2p
214p,@Ar#3p225p)

5^1s* u1s&2^2s* u2s&2^2p* u2p&5^3s* u3s&2

3^3p* u3p&4^4p* u5p&. ~2!

This approach, which Meyeret al. @17# called the projection
of the initial-state wave function on the final-state wa
function, leads to an estimated shake-up probabilityPif

2 into
@Ar# 3p22 5p of 19%. Shake transitions into states of t
configurations@Ar# 3p22np, n.5 do not play an importan
role, as shown in Table III. For some higher initial Rydbe

TABLE III. Calculated intensities for the decay channe
Ar I!@Ar#2p21mp→Ar II1@Ar#3p22np.

Initial state Ar I!

Intensity of final states Ar II1@Ar#3p22np ~%!

n54 n55 n56 n57

@Ar#2p214p 79 19 0.2 0.07
@Ar#2p215p 7 38 55 0.6
@Ar#2p216p 2 10 5 74

TABLE II. Overlap factors between the configuration
@Ar#2p214p and @Ar#3p224p in comparison to overlap factor
between@Ar#2p21 and @Ar#3p22.

^nl!unl&
@Ar#2p214p with

@Ar#3p224p
@Ar#2p21 with

@Ar#3p22

^1s!u1s& 1.000 1
^2s!u2s& 1.000 1.000
^2p!u2p& 1.000 1.000
^3s!u3s& 0.999 1.000
^3p!u3p& 0.999 1.000
^4p!u4p& 0.895
Pif 0.889 0.993
Pif
2 0.790 0.986
l

i-
o
p
by

p

states (6p, 7p) shake processes are predicted to domin
the Auger spectra, as seen in the case of the 2p→nd series
by Meyeret al. @17#.

It should be noted that, due to the lifetime broadening
K vacancies~'0.68 eV; see Krause and Oliver@67# and
Kochur et al. @7#!, it is possible that small amounts o
@Ar# 2p215p states are produced from the initial excitatio
as suggested by Breiniget al.’s @49# absorption spectrum.

In addition, according to the scattering theory model
~Åberg and Crasemann@14# and Armen, Levin, and Sellin
@28#! the 1s→np, n54,5,6,... Rydberg and threshold con
tinuum states participate as coherently excited intermed
states in the photoexcitation and decay process, so the q
tum number of the initially excited 1s electron is not well
defined. However, treatment of the 1s→4p excitation as an
isolated resonance appears to be adequate in the prese
periment.

The calculated results for the Auger decay
@Ar# 2p214p are shown in Fig. 6 in comparison with th
coincidence spectrum measured on the 1s→4p resonance.
As in the nonresonant case, scaling of the Slater integra
85% of their original values was applied. The calculat
spectrum was also shifted bydEcalc520.7 eV to align with
experimental energies and normalized to the same area u
the curve. The relative energy positions are not in comp
agreement with experiment, and in addition the relative
tensities agree only fairly. The vertical bars above the sp
trum are included to distinguish between normal ‘‘spectato
transitions, where the 4p electron remains in its orbital, an
the transitions in which the 4p electron is ‘‘shaken up’’ into
a 5p state. The strength of the shake-up transitions is ap
ently underestimated by the calculation, which is not surp
ing since a simple overlap model for the shake processes
applied. Also, as noted above, initially excited 5p spectator
states may contribute, but the estimated energy range
Auger transitions @Ar# 2p215p into @Ar# 3p225p is
'206–213 eV, which is too high to explain all discrepa
cies on the low-energy side.

C. Post-collision interaction

For argonK-shell photoionization, PCIs would usually b
studied between the 1s photoelectron and theK Auger elec-
trons; however, theK Auger-decay channels are excluded
our coincidence data. We have observed the effect of eli
nation of PCIs between 1s photoelectrons andK Auger elec-
trons in 1s photoelectron–x-ray coincidence spectra, d
cussed in Refs.@9,10,15#. Here we study the PCIs betwee
1s photoelectrons andL2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger electrons follow-
ing Ka x-ray emission.

In addition to the comparison between resonant and n
resonant Auger-spectra in the coincidence experiment,
also measured nonresonant spectra at several excess en
E15\v2Ek above threshold. The idea was to study PCIs
the coincidence experiment, and compare it to theory
other measurements made in the vicinity of the 2p thresh-
olds. There are several interesting differences between P
in the coincidence experiment and ‘‘normal’’ PCIs.

~A! The photoelectron hasp symmetry in the coincidence
experiment, because the 1s shell is photoionized, andd or
s symmetry when the 2p shell is photoionized. This cause
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different photoelectron angular distributions~see, e.g.,
Scofield@56,57#, Bechler and Pratt@58,59#, Cooper@60,62#,
Krässig et al. @63#, Jung et al. @64#, and Shaw, Arp, and
Southworth@65#!.

~B! Due to angular correlation effects in the coinciden
experiment, we observe an anisotropic angular distribu
of L3-MM Auger transitions, which will influence the
strength of PCI, even when measured in the angular ave
~see Arpet al. @50# for details!.

~C! In semiclassical models of PCIs, the strength of
interaction depends on the time delay between the photoe
tron and Auger-electron emissions. In the ‘‘normal’’ Aug
decay this is just the lifetime of the 2p core level t2p ,
whereas in the coincident case the effective lifetime isteff
5t2p1t1s.

Our experimental values for theL2,3-M2,3M2,3 line posi-
tions were determined through a fitting procedure, in wh
the sum of five Voigt profiles was fitted to the spectra. The
fits were made to spectra measured in coincidence abov
K threshold and to ‘‘normal’’ spectra measured below t
K edge. Then the differences in the energy positions w
determined for all five profiles, and the average was use
the measured difference. These values are listed in Table
and plotted in Fig. 7. The combined standard error in
measured values was determined from the statistical erro
the fits and an estimated error of60.04 eV from the uncer-
tainty in the electron energy calibration and time stability
the incident x-ray beam energy. The resulting total errors
listed in column 3 of Table IV.

To compare with theoretical approaches, the bandpas
the CMA has to be taken into account. Very simple estim
tions for line shifts would lead to incorrect results in th
case, where the energy position of the line maximum
changed by the convolution with the detector bandpa
mainly because PCI profiles are highly asymmetric and
have a long tail on the high-energy side. For simple estim
tions of the shift in the line maximum see, e.g., Stratenet al.
@41#.

Two theoretical models were applied: the classical
proach goes back to Niehaus and Zwakhals@66# and Hele-
nelundet al. @32#, and we follow the formulation of van de
Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehaus@41#. The quantum-
mechanical approach is based on Kuchiev and Sheinerm
@42# work, and we use the formulation given by Armen@43#.

TABLE IV. Measured experimental and theoretical shifts in t
position of theL2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger lines of argon. The error of th
measured shifts represents a combination of the standard u
tainty from the fitting procedure and the uncertainty of the x-r
beam energy.

Excess energy
E1 ~eV!

Experiment
D«/eV

Theorya

D«/eV
Theoryb

D«/eV

3.3 0.1860.05 0.24 0.23
5 0.1460.04 0.2 0.19
7.5 0.0860.04 0.17 0.16
10 0.0360.04 0.15 0.14
297.3 20.0760.04 0 0

aArmen @43#.
bvan der Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehaus@41#.
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Both approaches produce a PCI-distorted Auger line
each excess energyE1 which we then convoluted with a
Gaussian of width 0.5 eV to account for the bandpass of
CMA. The strength of PCIs depends on the lifetime of t
initial-state holet5\/G. This lifetime results in a time delay
between the emission of the photoelectron and the Au
electron; here the effective time delay is the sum of the li
times of the 1s and 2p coreholesteff5t2p1t1s. The tabu-
lated lifetime widths areG2p50.13 eV @52# andG1s50.68
@67#, leading to an effective core-level widthGeff50.11 eV
in the coincidence experiment.

Voigt profiles were then fitted to the calculated, conv
luted profiles, and the resulting energy positions used
‘‘theoretical’’ shifts. These shifts are listed in Table IV, an
plotted in Fig. 7 along with the experimental results of H
nashiroet al. @46# and de Gouwet al. @47#, who both mea-
sured PCl shifts in theL23-M23M23 Auger transitions at pho-
ton energies close to the 2p thresholds. In addition, mode
calculations for de Gouwet al.’s high-resolution spectra
(DE50.1 eV) using both van der Straten, Morgenstern, a
Niehaus’s@41# and Armen’s@43# approaches are shown, pe
formed using the same method described before.

The large error bars on Hanashiroet al.’s @46# data~filled
boxes! make an interpretation very difficult. Our data~filled
circles! are consistently lower than the corresponding valu
deduced from the model calculations~open circles and
boxes!, suggesting a systematic discrepancy between exp
ment and calculation. The same disagreement persists fo
data of de Gouwet al. @47# ~filled triangles! and their calcu-
lated equivalents~open triangles!, but the difference is
smaller. Remarkable is the negative shift measured
297.3-eV excess energy, which is predicted to occur

FIG. 7. Experimental and calculated PCI shifts of t
L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger transitions in atomic argon. Our experimen
values from the coincidence experiment are given by the fil
circles ~d!. The experimental values of Hanashiroet al. @46# are
given by the filled squares~j! and those of de Gouwet al. @47# for
L2-M23M23 ~l! and L3-M23M23 ~m! by the filled diamonds and
triangles. The theoretical values include the influence of experim
tal broadening and were calculated using van der Straten, Mor
stern, and Niehaus’s@41# ~s, open circles! and Armen’s@43# ~h,
open squares! approaches, withEA5201.1 eV,GLorentz50.109 eV
andGGauss50.5 eV to model the coincidence experiment. The op
triangles represent a calculation withEA5201.1 eV,
GLorentz50.12 eV, andGGauss50.1 eV to model de Gouwet al.’s re-
sults ~n, van der Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehaus;,, Armen!.
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angle-resolved PCI measurements@41,43#.
The parameterC in the treatment of Ref.@41# is angle

dependent. We used this expression for an isotropic ang
distribution, which is only correct for a magic angle CM
and a noncoincident experiment~see the Appendix for de
tails!. In this coincidence experiment we expect angular c
relation effects to influence the spectra, as shown by
et al. @50#. A more detailed analysis of angular effects
PCIs, the influence of angular correlation, and the role
nondipole contributions in photoelectron angular distrib
tions is given in the Appendix.

In order to explain the discrepancies between experim
tal and calculated energy shifts, we considered several
tors which are not included in the current PCI theory:

~A! Nondipole effects in the photoelectron angular dis
bution ~van der Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehaus@41# as-
sumed a pure dipole angular distribution in their treatme!,

~B! Angular correlation effects in the coincidence expe
ment ~Arp et al. @50#!.

The influence of nondipole effects and angular correlation
analyzed in the Appendix, and there it is shown that th
effects do not play an important role in our experimen
Thus this systematic difference persists, and probably ha
be attributed to the small number of data points gathere
determine the shifts.

IV. CONCLUSION

Ar L2,3-M2,3M2,3 Auger-electron spectra measured in c
incidence withKa fluorescence photons after 1s photoion-
ization or excitation have been reported here. The coin
dence spectra are greatly simplified in comparison w
conventional electron spectra, allowing a more detai
analysis of the vacancy cascade process.

A single-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation agre
well with the Auger spectrum measured after 1s photoion-
ization when the calculated spectrum is shifted in energy
20.7 eV, and the Slater integrals are scaled to 85% of theab
initio values. The calculation of the Auger-electron spectr
after resonant 1s→4p photoexcitation is more complicated
and the resulting agreement is only fair. Here, shake-up t
sitions are important, but are only qualitatively accounted
in the calculations.

Post-collision-induced energy shifts were measured
cascade Auger electrons, but comparison with calcula
shifts indicates that further theoretical analysis and high
resolution measurements are needed.
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APPENDIX: ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF PCI’S,
NONDIPOLE EFFECTS, AND ALIGNMENT

van der Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehuas use the foll
ing formulation in atomic units for the PCI profile:

P~«!}
exp$2& Im@f~z* !#%

H SE11
«

CD 21 G2

4 S 11
1

CD 2J 1/4S «21
G2

4 D ,
~A1!

where« is the actual kinetic energy of the Auger electro
after the distortion by PCI,G is the lifetime of the initial
state, and with the point of stationary phasez* ,

z*5
1

R*
5

«1
iG

2

C
, ~A2!

and the abbreviationC,

C512
uv1u

uvA2v1u
, ~A3!

wherevA is the velocity of the Auger electron andv1 that of
the photoelectron, and the functionf(z* ),

f~z* !5 l SEi ,E11
iG

2
,1D2 l S z* ,E11

iG

2
,1D

2 l ~Ei ,E12«,11C!1 l ~z* ,E12«,11C!,

~A4!

with

l ~z,E,x!5
~E1xz!1/2

z
2

x

2AE
lnS ~E1xz!1/22E1/2

~E1xz!1/21E1/2D .
~A5!

The angular dependence of PCIs is contained in the
rameterC, which depends on the velocities of the two ele
tronsv15(v1 ,u,f) andvA5(vA ,u8,f8). This formulation
applies to an electron-electron coincidence experimen
which both electrons are detected, angle dependent, and
ergy resolved. In experiments where the photoelectron is
detected,C has to be multiplied by the differential photoion
ization cross section and integrated over the solid angle.
der the assumption thatdv1 /dt5dvA /dt50 ~especially no
deflection, which will be a very crude approximation if th
angle between the two emission directions is small! we can
apply an expansion of the Green’s function in spherical h
monics~see, e.g., Ref.@68#!,

1

uv12vAu
54p(

l50

`

(
m52 l

l
1

2l11

v,
l

v.
l11

3Yl ,m* ~u8,f8!Yl ,m~u,f!, ~A6!
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with v,5min(v1,vA) and v.5max(v1,vA). Following the
definition of Ref.@68# for the phase relation between com
plex conjugate functions, and applying the orthogonality
lation, allows us to perform the integration.

It is common to use the dipole approximation for the d
ferential photoionization cross section, but it was predic
by Scofield@56,57#, Bechler and Pratt@58,59#, and Cooper
@60–62# that nondipole amplitudes will affect the angul
distribution of photoelectrons much earlier than the to
-

d

l

cross section. This was also demonstrated recently by K¨s-
sig et al. @63# and Junget al. @64#, who measured forward
backward asymmetries in photoelectron angular distributi
in good agreement theory@60–62#.

Shaw, Arp, and Southworth@65# performed an analysis o
experimental approaches to determine these nondipole a
metries and showed that the cross section can be written
cosine Fourier series in the azimuthal anglef, leading to the
following equation:
etry,

eter

or
e result.
e taken
angular
f

c, we do
of the

e
of the

on of
to the
ds

dV
~u,f!5

snl

4p F11
b

8
~113P!@3 cos~u!221#1d sin~u!cos~f!1g cos~u!2sin~u!cos~f!

1g
P21

8
@5 cos~u!221#sin~u!cos~f!1

3b

8
~P21!sin~u!2cos~2f!1g

P21

8
sin~u!3cos~3f!G ,

~A7!

in which b is the dipole anisotropy parameter,d andg are Cooper’s parameters describing the forward-backward asymm
P(0<P<1) is the degree of linear polarization as defined by Shaw, Arp, and Southworth@65#, andsnl is the total cross
section.

The integration of Eq.~A6! multiplied by Eq.~A7! over the solid angle leads to the following results for the param
C(u8,f8), with v5A2E in atomic units:

C~u8,f8!512S E1

EA
D 1/22S d

3
1

g

15D E1

EA
sin~u8!cos~f8!2

b

40
~113P!S E1

EA
D 3/2@3 cos~u8!221#2

3b

40
~P21!

3S E1

EA
D 3/2 sin~u8!2cos~2f8!2S g

35
1

g

56
~P21! D S E1

EA
D 2@5 cos~u8!221#sin~u8!cos~f8!2

g

56
~P21!

3S E1

EA
D 2 sin~u8!3cos~3f8!, ;E1<EA ~A8!

and

C~u8,f8!52S d

3
1

g

15D SEA

E1
D 1/2sin~u8!cos~f8!2

b

40
~113P!

EA

E1
@3 cos~u8!221#2

3b

40
~P21!

EA

E1
sin~u8!2cos~2f8!

2S g

35
1

g

56
~P21! D SEA

E1
D 3/2@5 cos~u8!221#sin~u8!cos~f8!2

g

56
~P21!

3SEA

E1
D 3/2sin~u8!3cos~3f8!, ;E1>EA . ~A9!

For P51 andg5d50, these results are the same as derived in Ref.@41#. The authors performed their calculation only f
electron detection in a plane perpendicular to the photon beam, but our less restricted calculation leads to the sam
Armen @43# mentioned that the probability for the emission of an Auger electron in a certain direction in space has to b
into account. Alignment effects of the residual ion after photoionization might cause anisotropies in the Auger-electron
distribution if the total angular momentum of the initial state is larger than1

2. Now we have to perform the same kind o
integration again.

If an electron detector with a small acceptance angle is used, and the Auger-electron angular distribution is isotropi
not have to integrate Eqs.~A8! and~A9!, but can use them directly to determine the desired parameter. However, one
most commonly used electron detectors is a cylindrical mirror analyzer~CMA!, accepting electrons at an angler6Dr relative
to the polarization of the incoming radiation and over a full circle of the azimuthal angleh. In this case we have to integrat
C(u8,f8) multiplied with the differential cross section for the Auger-electron emission over the acceptance angles
CMA.

With *0
2pdx cos(nx)50 and an isotropic angular distribution for the Auger electrons all the terms in the integrati

C(u8,f8) arising from nondipole terms drop out as well as the term coming from the unpolarized light leading
following much simpler integrals and their approximations
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CCMA5

E
r2Dr

r1Dr

du8 sin~u8!F12S E1

EA
D 1/22 b

40
~113P!S E1

EA
D 3/2@3 cos~u8!221#G

E
r2Dr

r1Dr

du8 sin~u8!

'12S E1

EA
D 1/22 b

40
~113P!

3S E1

EA
D 3/2@3 cos~r!221#, ;E1<EA ~A10!

and

CCMA5

E
r2Dr

r1Dr

du sin~u8!S 2
b

40
~113P!

EA

E1
@3 cos~u8!221# D

E
r2Dr

r1Dr

du8 sin~u8!

'2
b

40
~113P!

EA

E1
@3 cos~r!221#, ;E1>EA .

~A11!

TABLE V. Calculated values ofCav for a Ka fluorescenceL23-M23M23 Auger-electron coincidence
experiment on atomic argon using a nonmagic angle cylindrical mirror analyzer withu542.3°66°. The
incoming x rays are highly linear polarized withP50.95 andb52. The fluorescence is detected in thez
direction. In the last row values forCav are listed calculated with van der Straten, Morgenstern, and Niehaus’s
@41# equation for isotropic angular distributionsCav512AE1 /EA E1<EA andCav50 E1>EA . As seen in
the table the differences are minimal and cannot be responsible for the discrepancies reported here.

u i & u f & EA ~eV! anA2

E1 ~eV!

2.3 3.3 5 7.5 10 297.3

2P1/2
1S0 203.1 0 0.893 0.872 0.843 0.807 0.777 20.083
1D2 205.5 0 0.894 0.873 0.844 0.808 0.778 20.084
3P2 207.3 0 0.895 0.874 0.844 0.809 0.779 20.084
3P1 207.1 0 0.894 0.874 0.844 0.809 0.779 20.084
3P0 207 0 0.894 0.873 0.842 0.809 0.779 20.082

2P3/2
1S0 200.9 20.5 0.893 0.872 0.843 0.806 0.776 20.083
1D2 203.3 20.2205 0.893 0.872 0.843 0.807 0.777 20.083
3P2 205.1 0.3975 0.894 0.873 0.843 0.808 0.77820.083
3P1 204.9 20.055 0.894 0.873 0.843 0.808 0.778 20.083
3P0 204.9 20.5 0.894 0.873 0.843 0.808 0.778 20.083

200.9 0.893 0.872 0.842 0.807 0.777 0.000
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If the CMA accepts only over a small angle6Dr, we
arrive at exactly the same result as in Ref.@41#, except for
the polarization dependence. Many CMAs accept electr
under the ‘‘dipole’’ magic angle r5acos(A1/3)
554°44889. In that case the PCI vanishes when the pho
electron passes the Auger electron~‘‘no-passing effect’’!. In
the case where the electrons are accepted under a diff
angle we might encounter negative PCIs even in the an
average. Polarization less then 100% reduces the anisot
effects considerably in this case, but they do not vanish c
pletely as predicted in Ref.@41#. If unpolarized radiation is
used, the propagation direction of the photons becomes
quantization direction, and the photoelectron angular dis
bution will not be symmetric.

That the nondipole effects have no influence onCCMA is
not surprising, because they cause a forward-backw
asymmetry which will average out when we integrate ovef
from 0 to 2p. The same is true for the contribution from th
s
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unpolarized light. A very different result is expected wh
the symmetry axis of the CMA is parallel to the propagati
direction of the incoming photons, which is equivalent to
rotation of the coordinate system by 90° around they-axis;
x5z8, y5y8, andz52x8 would have to be replaced in th
equations leading to much more interesting integration. T
all the nondipole and polarization effects would not avera
out and remain in the factorCCMA . Now in the coincidence
experiment we do not have isotropic Auger-electron angu
distributions, as shown by Arpet al. @50#. Now C(u8,f8)
has to be integrated over the CMA acceptance angles m
plied with the Auger-electron angular distribution. The r
sults forC if the photon is detected in thez direction and for
an anisotropic angular Auger-electron distribution caused
angular correlations are listed in Table V. The differen
compared to an isotropic angular distribution is very sm
showing that this cannot be the reason for the discrepan
in our experiment. However, we have to note that at exc
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energies above the Auger-electron kinetic energy the par
eterC can become negative in our case, because the C
used does not accept electrons at the dipole magic angl

In this paper the review of angular effects in PCIs w
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